Abstract: The nature of arbitrariness and iconicity has been a heated topic for debate among the Chinese linguists and semioticians in the past 20 years. Due to the fact that modern Chinese linguistic scholarship has been strongly influenced by Saussure's Course in General Linguistics (2001 ), the dominant view in China was once marked by arbitrariness. Yet, with the development of cognitive linguistics, today the scale has tilted toward iconicity. Since most of the papers in favour of arbitrariness have focused on Saussure's view of seeing sign as a dualistic relation between "signifier" and "signified", that is, "sound-image" and "concept" ,and have not objected much to the role of iconicity at the syntactic level and the textual level, this paper, to save space and time, will not deal with sequence iconicity, distance iconicity, quantity iconicity, space iconicity, temporal iconicity, markedness iconicity, etc., and will confine itself to the image iconicity, that is, sound iconicity and graph iconicity. In doing so, I will start with a brief review of concepts and views held by the Chinese philosophers and etymologists, past and present.
Li (The Zhou Ritual) in the pre-Qin period, it was first annotated by Zhen Xuan of East Han period. It was a book about the creation of Chinese characters. The six scripts are as follows (Baidu Baike, 2009; Liang Dongmei, 1998 : 73-75) .
xidngxhg(^^,pictographic character) : e.g. "ilj" (shän,mountain)," Η" (ri.sun),"^" (yt/d,moon) . huiyi associative compound character): e. g. the character "fit" (xin, belief) suggests the speech (W) of man(A);
(lin, forest)suggests the repeated occurrences of (mü,tree/wood)and meaning more than one tree.
zhuänzhü(££, mutually explanatory character) : e. g. (läo, old age) and (käo, long life, aged) have similar meaning as shown by the similarity in their pronunciation and writing.
chüshi(&&, self-explanatory): e. g. " ±" ( shdng, on); "T" ( xiä, under) . Their meanings are expressed by the position of "A" (r6n, person) in relation to the line.
jiäjiä(Uim, phonetic loan character): e.g. " sjc" ( qiu, for );";£" (qid, entreat) . The second meaning "entreat" is borrowed from the first one.
xiäsheng/xingsheng (j&p/j&p, pictophonetic) : e. g. "flC" (jiäng, river), "M" (h6, river), each character has one element expressing the (generic) meaning of "water", another element expressing the sound.
Since then it has been agreed that mutually explanatory characters were derived from the carving of signs on tortoise shells and other materials, associate compound characters helped understand the original meaning of some characters, mutually explanatory characters revealed how ancient Chinese created synonyms, phonetic loan character showed the creation of one character from another character, and pictophonetic characters formed a small part at the very beginning (20% in late jiägüwän-inscription on tortoise shells), but became widely used in forming new words (around 80% of the Chinese characters). So far as the written Chinese is concerned, the pictographic character forms the basis of the other 5 categories (Baidu Baike, 2009c) .
This tradition of Liü Shü was later extensively studied in Xu Shen's Shuö Wän Jiä Ζι (Interpretingr Words and Characters) .written at East Han Period . Xu Shen used the term Y7 sheng (Tff ρ, a form shared by both sound and meaning). As we know, the Chinese pictophonetic characters usually consist of two elements, one indicating meaning and the other sound. For instance, the character "tu" (jiäng, river) has 2 elements, the left element carries the meaning of " water", the right element carries the sound ending in " äng". Xu Shen's " V? sheng" is to point out that sometimes the sound element still carries meaning. The character (hän, drink to one's heart's content) is a case in point, its left element suggesting "wine" and its right element indicating both the sound and the meaning of "pleasure". In all, the yi-sound characters, specified and non-specified, amount to 950 characters, 10% of the total characters reported by Xu Shen's dictionary(Huang Yuhong, 1995:28). According to Duan Yuchai's Shuö Wän Jie Zi Zhü ( Annotations of Interpreting Words and Characters), Xu's theoretical thrust can be summarized as "sound comes from meaning, meaning is realized in sound, and sound leads to the form/graph. If the learners want to recognize characters, he should observe the form so as to know its sound, and observe the sound so as to get its meaning." This shows form, sound,and meaning are closely connected (Ying Xuefeng, 2006a:1-6).
Shortly later than Xu Shen, Liu Xi's book Shi Ming (The Interpretation of Names) was known to the academic world. This is a book discussing the meaning of a character from the perspective of sound. Liu Xi was right in explaining that the meaning of the character (hui, a ditch) derives partly from the left element's meaning of water, and partly from the sound element (hui), a place where furrows meet. Although the book has been criticized for its subjectivity, it has been still praised for its description of the pronunciation of Chinese characters during the Han dynasty as well as the pronunciation of various dialects.
The same is true for Liu Xie's (465-520) Wän Xih Diöo L6ng (The Literary Mind and Dragon Carving). Although a treatise in literary criticism, the book touched upon the view that pictographic writing co-exists with nature and that heaven and earth are concepts formed by human cognition of the objective world. According to Xu Guozhang (1988:8), Liu's linguistic theory goes like this:
The objective world 1 Human conceptual processing (human perception) 1 Language (speech is the reflection of mind) i Writing (writing comes from speech) In Liu's work, one can also find the categorization of signs into iconic signs, echoic signs, and emotive signs. On the Right Element Principle). Before Wang, it had been widely accepted that the left element of a character gives meaning and the right element the sound. Wang challenged this view by arguing that the meaning of a Chinese character also comes from its right element, that is to say, many Chinese characters express their generic meaning from their left elements (or radicals) and specific meaning as well as their pronunciation from their right elements. For instance, a genre related to "wood" has its left element as "^c" (mu, wood), a character related to "hill" has its left element as "ilj" (shän, hill), etc. . When it comes to meaning on the right, this can be illustrated by "3ε" (jiän, small), so a small quantity of water is called (qiän, shallow), a small piece of gold is called "( qidn, money), the disappearing sun, and therefore the remnant, is called (can, incomplete), a small shell is called "JÖs" (jiän, cheap) ,a small piece of paper is called "=g" (jiän). All these characters get their specific meaning from the right element , which ends with the sound -an (Ying Xuefeng, 2006b).
Apart from Wang Shengmei, Dai Tong was also known for his "Principle of Decoding Meaning from Sound". Dai said, "the written language derives from the sound," "The existence of the sound results in the form of written language, thus meaning and sound co-exist and do not derive from the written language." "The written language is the icon of the sound; and the sound is the expression of human spirit. With this spirit we have the sound... without the language the sound is not to be realized." (From Dang Huaixing, 1992 : 61-68). Dai also explained the phenomenon of a character can take several forms. This is a matter of transference of one sound to another when they are close to each other by different language users. Dai was also correct in talking about phonetic loan, which is only a matter of sound borrowing and has no relevance to its form. This especially occurs in expressing the functional words when it is difficult to find their icons.
The Song period was also marked by Zhen Qiao's Liü Shü Lüe (Sketch of the Six Scripts). In this book, Zhen was acknowledged for his two great achievements. Theoretically he confirmed the importance of Six Scripts in etymological scholarship, including the role of pictographic characters and rules concerning the development of Chinese characters, features of self-explanatory characters, pictographic characters, compound characters, and pictophonetic characters. Practically, Zhen was not confined to Xu Shen's framework. He worked out concrete rules, suggested new explanations and revised some of Xu Shen's explanatory errors (Zhang Biao, 1997). • 44 · Among the above scholars, Wang Niansun pointed out the meaning of twosound compounds is based on their sounds. Duan Yucai noticed that the sound "it" (ydu, irresolute) has many 2-sound forms, such as " HtM" (yöuyü), "ift yöuyü), "jtWi" (yöuyü), all expressing the meaning of hesitancy (Wang Niansun, 1985) . With regard to the origin of language, Zhang Taiyan clearly mentioned that " Language by no means comes out of void. The reason for us to call a horse as mö, an ox as niii, is not done by free will or presumption.... Why do we call a magpie as ju&> It makes sounds like juäjuä. Why do we call a sparrow as qu&? Its sound is quäquä. Why do we call a crow as yo? It makes sounds like yöyä. Why do we call a wild goose as ydrrt Κ makes sounds as dn an. All this shows that they are called according to the sounds they make" (Zhang Taiyan, 29920.). Here, Zhang did not agree with the view of arbitrariness but sided with the view of iconicity. In addition to theoretical exploration, many papers in China deal with practical analysis. It is true that it would be difficult for people, both arbitrariness supporters and iconicity supporters, to find out what had happened in the early days when primitive men started to create language or signs, we could still get some cues from analyzing the language we are using today, especially the Chinese language. Section 2 will deal with this matter, the crux of which is to prove the feasibility of the image iconicity.
The Qing period

Image iconicity
Pictophonetic iconicity
In discussing sign as a natural connection between sound image and concept,Saussure acknowledged the existence of onomatopoeia and exclamation in language,but he did not delve into this matter. In contrast, quite a few Chinese researchers have provided more and more evidences. Then, what about those concepts which are abstract and which are difficult to describe physically? There are good reasons for us to say that our forefathers could still apply this principle of pictophonetic iconicity to the description of mental ideas or abstract ideas. They used vowels with wide opening to mean those concepts which are true, good, primary, male, strong, active, and those sounds with narrow opening to mean the opposite. See the following examples. It is also noticed that those sounds with-ang ending usually express the meaning of something which is strong, wide, primary, long, fragrant, etc., such as® (äng, in high spirits), # (ang, abundant), # (bang, excellent), H {chang, prosperous), -fee(chdng, long), (chdng, constant), ftfc (chang, wide open), %{chdng, unimpeded), &J (chudng, start), ^ (fang, fragrant),
(fang, open), RiJ{gang, strong), ^ {gang, the key part of something), Pft {häng, throat), ΰί {kudng, expansive), öt {hang, a vast expanse of water), Μ ( huäng, emperor), jft { guäng, light), Γ { gudng, broad), % {jidng, reward), £ {mdng, bright), SS (qiäng, strong), )f± {zhuang, healthy), # (yäng,ocean) ^ (yang, loud), It (täng, sugar), ^ (täng, the big room of a house), etc. In opposition to this tendency, those sounds ending in-ing usually express the meaning of smallness, narrowness, lightness, coldness, or slendemess, for instance, &(blng, soldier), (bTng, ice), g (qTng, lightness), £T (ding, nail), (T (ding, sting),  (j7ng,narrow and long stem),  ψ (ling, withered), ® (ling, jail), & (ling, cool), Μ (ming, dark), m  (ming, sunset), m (ming, close) ,  (qTng, light), f® (qthg, bend), ®  (qing, a little while), ® (qing, use up There is another factor which motivates language users to express differences in meaning, that is, the choice of tone. There are four tones in modem Chinese language, that is Tone 1 : high and level tone marked by the sign " " ", Tone 2 : rising tone, marked by the sign " "' , Tone 3 : faling-rising tone, marked by the sign " v " , and Tone 4 : falling tone, marked by the sign " ". Compare the tones used in each pair in connection with difference in meaning of the two characters concerned. Usually they fall in the order of 4,1,2,3. -When appearing in the initial position, the consonant "x" is sometimes related to speaking loud in a laughing manner, such as ng (χ/, giggling), $ (χ/, delighted), Μ (*', play), % (xido, smile), Jft (xTn, happy), ® (χυέ, laugh), Bt (xuän, speak loudly).
-Some characters beginning with the consonant "h" sometimes represent The two figures have shown there is likeness between the Chinese characters "ih"(shän, hill) and "^"(göng,bow)and objects in the real world respectively. This can account for many simple Chinese characters such as 0 (ή, sun), M(yuä, moon), tiän,sky),A(rän,man)nu,woman) (da,big), jAc (huö, fire), τΚ (shui, water), @ (mü,eye), E0 ( ϋάη,farmland), ft (zhd,bamboo) ,35(ytf,feather) ,M(ytf,rain) ,etc.
These basic signs are then widely used as an element carrying the generic meaning of a compound character. Look at the following sets of examples:
-Characters such as % (hdo, yell), n<J (diäo, hold in the mouth), ni| (jiao, cry), n± (tu, vomit), fff (x/d, threaten), (hu, intimidate), nf (hü, exhale), ® (xi, inhale), ^ (ydo, bite), # (tun, swallow), all have " Π" (köu, mouth) as one of their elements, or radical,that is, they are all related to the activity of mouth, whether human or non-human.
-Characters such as fö (söng, pine tree), ^ (shän, fir tree), % (ydng, poplar tree), #p (lid, willow tree), ^ (//", plum tree), ßfc (chudng, bed), etc. all have a generic element "if." to show that the meaning is related to a plant. In the same vein, characters such as fö (yh chair), ^ (zhuö, table), #>(gul, cupboard), Μ tool), (gun, rod), W (bang, stick), ft(köng, carry on the shoulder), fä (tdi, raise), ft (xiu, rotten), tö (kü, withered), (ring, flourish),etc. are related to a piece of furniture or tool made of wood, or the state of the plant or wood.
-Characters such as Η (shuän, door bolt), ft] (bi,close), Ρϋ (chudng, dash), £6j (w6i, a side gate of an imperial palace), |B] (jiän, room), (SJ (mdn, shut oneself indoors), etc. have the generic element Π (män, door) on the two sides and thus all express the meanings are related to the door.
Based on the above understanding of the relation between meaning and shape, the Chinese characters can be classified into 189 or so radicals and serve as the generic elements of characters.
2.3 Pictophonetic-graphic iconicity As mentioned before, the traditional view of the Chinese linguistic scholarship held that a compound character in Chinese has two elements, the left
• 51 · element expressing meaning and the right element sound. However, section 1.3 has shown that it was Wang Shengmei of the Song period who first systematically reported that the right element not only shows the character's pronunciation, but also its meaning, the specific meaning.
Just like Wang's classic example of " ^" (jiän, small), " " ( qian, shallow), (qidn, money), {can, incomplete), "®ς" (jiän, cheap), and" =S|" (jiän, small piece of paper), getting their specific meaning of "smallness" from the right element "3s", we can also analyze the element (jing,narrow and long stem)whose upper part only gives the generic meaning of "plant" or "grass". The specific meaning of "narrow and long stem" is only to be decoded from the right or lower element. For instance,"Jg" (fing, narrow and long small leg) (fing, narrow and low path) (jing, neck) (jing, narrow and long thread), "S" (fing, narrow and long stream) (Gu Zhengkun, 1995) . More examples are shown as follows: -X (chä, separate), $ (chd, tributary), $ (cha, trunk), tX (cha, underpants).
-ϋ (chui, hang down), JS ( chui, beat with a stick or fist), ££ ( chui, stick), chui, beat with a hammer). -{ft (di, low), ift (di, slander), lfe(di, bottom), 4ft(di, root of a tree), f£( di, lower part of the tail bone).
-fll (kuäng, door frame), BS (kudng, socket).
-B(l0ng, dim), Μ (Ιόης, deaf), ΒΜ (long, dusky), H( long, general/ sweeping).
Concluding remarks
To bring my paper to a close, I would like to summarize the following points : First, from the discussion in section 1 and section 2, it has been shown that the image iconicity, whether sound image or graph image, plays a very important role in the development of the Chinese language. To speak more exactly, the Chinese scholars, ancient and contemporary, have highly valued the study of iconicity.
Second, Saussure should be praised for his prediction of the birth of a new discipline, semiology, and had initiated the study of language as sign. However, limited by his time and his research goal, he restricted himself to the study of the relation between concept and sound pattern (Saussure, p. 67). In contrast, most linguists today have acknowledged that there are 3 levels of language, semantics, lexicogrammar, and phonology/graphology. Language as sign should be studied at all the three levels. In this regard, Saussure's principle of arbitrariness or sound pattern-concept duality can exert only a very limited role. It cannot help us very much as it would be difficult for us to prove or disprove the occurrence of arbitrariness, in spite of the fact that we can find more examples to show the functioning of iconicity at various levels.
Third, Saussure talked about his first principle that the sign is arbitrary in different ways( pp. 66-69). On one occasion, he said " No one disputes the fact that linguistic signs are arbitrary" (p.68); on another occasion, he said the word arbitrary "must not be taken to imply that a signal depends on the free choice of the speaker." If the choice is not free, then there must be some principles or guidance to justify choices of language users. Immediately following this view, Saussure argued that "the individual has no power to alter a sign in any respect once it has become established in a linguist community." Here, Saussure didn't bother to further explain how the sign had been established but he declared openly that "the signal is unmotivated". Consequently, Saussure's arbitrariness equals unmotivatedness (Hu, 2009a:93-102) . This is against the cognitive processes of human beings. Without motivation or social justification, how can one defend or explain one's proposal of signs? When a sign was going to be established, it always presupposed that one proposed signifier was better than another proposed signifier, otherwise it could never be a sign. It is true that we don't know what happened at the very beginning among our forefathers. One thing is clear, with iconicity, we can try our best to explore and discover some of the cues, but with arbitrariness one just sits there, one doesn't have to do anything, and one can never get the problem solved. At this point, Saussure didn't give much attention to non-European languages, such as the Chinese language. It gives one the impression that Saussure's theory is somewhat Eurocentered as he did not take into account all the languages in the world in general, and the Chinese language in particular. For another thing, Saussure said that "onomatopoeic and exclamatory words are rather marginal phenomena...". From the findings of the Chinese language, Saussure didn't mention phonaesthetic iconicity and didn't see that they are by no means marginal in the Chinese language, to say nothing of the pictographic characters.
